Sample Script
Parent and Child Classes
Parent class allows me to create efficient way to code a game without repeating and
redundant coding. I just call the parent’s functions if the child class can access from parent. It is
also important to practice encapsulation in order to prevent from unnecessary accessing the
data field.
Every child class related to character an abstract class require to have Rigidbody,
animation, shooting damage, and hit point in common. Rather than coding in each file
separately, One abstract class file is enough to code in once for every child class.

Jump Script
While a main character stays on ground object, the boolean variable called “isGround” is
true. After a player press button to jump, the main character is above from a ground. So, the
boolean variable is false.

Turret’s Targeting and Rotation
We can’t instantly move turret in real life. For our game mechanic, we delay the Artificial
Intelligent Object requires a time to aiming the target as it rotates.
To solve the problem for turret rotation as aiming a target, I normalize a vector from
mathematical solution. For example, if the our target is on vector (3,4) and our turret is on (0,0),
the turret. This picture shows:

Generating Web Flash Game from Webgl
After Generating the my flash game file, we sometimes moves our html folder and build
folder are in separate location. As a result, our html unity complains that it cannot access our
build file. So, the yellow highlighted lines must be changed when directory specifically locates
the build file.

Projectile Instantiation and Projectile Targeting
In 2D game environment, the projectile must not be instantiated from center of shooter.
We must create offset “posBullet” which gives additional offset from shooter position.

And this is for instantiating a projectile

Each bullet must have a path toward the target.

Save and Load
“SavePlayer” function is for creating a save file or overwriting save file.
“LoadPlayer” function is received data from saved file.

Only int, float, string, boolean, and list can be encrypted for saving and decrypted for loading.
However Game object generally cannot be saved.

List
List is very useful for many strategy game such as inventory system, tracking system for
all objects in game-play scene, and instanting each unique object. I use list when new object is
created and removed when object is no longer in active.

